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Abstract—We propose in [1] a collaborative broadcast scheme
for wireless networks, which applies the Uncoordinated Frequency Hopping (UFH) technique to counteract jamming and
exploits node cooperation to enhance broadcast efficiency. In
this scheme, some nodes that already obtain the broadcast
message are selected to relay the message to other nodes. In this
paper, we extend the study to the generalized multihop network
scenarios, and provide solutions for important related issues,
such as the relay node selection, multiple access control, relay
channel selection and packet scheduling. We also study the spatial
and frequency (channel) diversity provided by the collaborative
broadcast. Simulation results show that the collaborative broadcast achieves low broadcast delay, with low energy consumption
and small computational overhead in multihop networks.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Jamming-resistant broadcast is important for many safetycritical applications such as emergency alert broadcast and
navigation signal dissemination, and is critical for the distribution of important information such as the public key and
system control information in wireless systems. As mentioned
in Part I [1], anti-jamming communication without presharedkeys has been recognized recently [2]–[11], leading to a series
of promising research efforts, including Uncoordinated FH
(UFH) [5]–[8] techniques.
In UFH [5], a message is divided into multiple short packets,
and each packet is transmitted over a randomly selected
channel, independent of each other and only known to the
sender. Such rapid channel switching over a large frequency
range effectively thwarts the jamming attempts. On the down
side, each packet has to be sent multiple times, due to the
low rate of successful reception resulting from the uncoordinated channel selection between the sender and the legitimate
receivers. To this end, a BMA scheme was proposed to
improve the communication efficiency by combining erasure
coding and one-way authenticator based on bilinear maps [6].
Some additional efficient packet verification methods were
proposed in [8]. In [7], the USD-FH scheme was proposed
to further improve the efficiency and robustness, where the
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hopping pattern is conveyed through UFH to allow message
transmission through coordinated FH. Despite all these efforts,
the UFH-based anti-jamming communications still need to
improve the communication efficiency and are vulnerable to
powerful responsive jammers [7].
To further enhance the communication efficiency, we propose a collaborative broadcast scheme to exploit the node
cooperation for single-hop wireless networks [1]. As all nodes
in the network expect the same message, it is natural and
convenient to use a set of nodes that already receive the
message to help broadcast it. We design two strategies for
relay channel selection: Random Relay Channel selection
(RRC) and Static Relay Channel selection (StRC). In RRC,
each relay node randomly and independently selects one out
of C channels for the transmission of each packet. For the
StRC strategy, the relays take fixed non-overlapping channels
through the message broadcast process (for the transmission
of all packets). For example, each relay may select a channel
based on its (partial) ID (modulo some prime number and
C) so that no overlapping is incurred. Both strategies are
amenable to distributed implementation and have good scalability, as each relay node independently performs the strategy
disregarding the other relay nodes.
In this paper, we extend our study to the multihop networks,
where nodes that have successfully received the message serve
as relays to help forward the broadcast message over multiple
channels. In this way, both the source node and relay nodes
send the message simultaneously at multiple channels over
various geographical regions. Thus the receivers have larger
opportunity to receive the message against jamming, compared
to the broadcast without cooperation. In the multihop setting,
besides spectral (channel) diversity, we can further explore
spatial diversity to facilitate reliable message broadcast to a
much wider geographic area. Unless the jammers are powerful
enough to simultaneously block all the channels across the
whole geographic area, which is not practical in most multihop
radio networks, there is always a chance for the broadcast
message to reach nodes outside the fully jammed region, which
later relay the message to more nodes in the network.
Compared to [1], we consider a more general jamming
model, where each jammer, no matter how powerful she is,
can no longer jam all nodes as in the single-hop scenario.
While it is sufficient to consider just one powerful jammer with
combined jamming capability in the frequency domain in [1],
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here we further introduce the concept of jamming radius and
consider multiple jammers distributed in the area. In addition,
we address the networking issues that are largely ignored in
the single-hop case, including multiple access control, packet
scheduling and determination of transmission duration, and
provide a suite of solutions amenable to distributed implementation.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. We
formulate the system model in Section II, and discuss some
important issues for the collaborative broadcast in the multihop
wireless networks in Section III. We present our collaborative
broadcast protocols in Section IV, and evaluate their antijamming performance in Section V. Finally, we conclude in
Section VI.
II. P ROBLEM F ORMULATION
We consider anti-jamming broadcast in a multihop radio
network, where the transmit power of the source node is not
high enough to reach the whole network or it is too costly to
do so. Suppose the source node located at the center of a disk
area broadcasts a message to N identical randomly located
nodes with disk radius R. All these nodes are assumed to
employ a common communication range D. Thus it takes at
least R/D hops for the message to reach to the farthest
node.
We suppose each node transmit (or receive) simultaneously
across a set of cm (or cn ) channels selected from C orthogonal
channels, where C is typically a large number for strong
jamming resistance. In this paper, we assume cm = cn = 1
for simplicity. Our results can be easily extended to the multichannel cases. The broadcast message is divided into M short
packets, each of which can be transmitted over one time slot
(hop) with duration tp .
Consider a common path-loss model [12], where the transmitted signal power for each node (including the source)
satisfies PT = (D/R)γ PM AX , with γ as the path loss
exponent and PM AX as the power required for the transmitted
signal to successfully cover the whole disk area with radius
R. For simplicity, we assume that the minimum energy for a
node to transmit a packet Et is proportional to PT , neglecting
the energy cost on the signal processing in the baseband and
IF band, and that the minimum energy to receive a packet,
Er , is constant.
In our study, we consider the most powerful jamming
[5], [6], responsive-sweep, where a jammer conducts both
non-responsive and responsive jamming independently and
simultaneously. The corresponding jamming probability for a
single source (without relay) is given in [1] by
ns Cs + nJ CJ
.
(1)
pJ =
C
The analysis based on the responsive-sweep jamming provides
a lower bound for the broadcast performance, and most
conclusions can be easily adapted for other jamming types.
We also consider a smart jamming for the StRC-based protocol, where each jammer knows the StRC relay channel selection strategy and the fixed relay channels in its communication

M
N
C
R
D
n
PT
Δ
pa
p
J
pJ
CJ
Cs
nJ
ns
Dc
PJ
ρ

Number of packets consisted in the message to be sent
Number of nodes to receive the message
Number of channels in the system
Radius of the area of interests
Average coverage radius for each node
Node density (= N D2 /R2 )
Transmit power
Number of slots that each node transmits
Probability that a receiver successfully receives a packet
Channel accessing probability
Number of jammers
Probability for a channel to be jammed
Number of channels concurrently blocked by a jammer
Number of channels concurrently sensed by a jammer
Number of jamming cycles in a slot
Number of sensing cycles in a slot
Jamming radius
Jamming power
Normalized jamming power (= PJ /PT )
TABLE I
S UMMARY OF NOTATIONS .

region. It is in the interest of the smart jammer to first jam
the fixed and known relay channels, instead of the remaining
channels that carry out a packet with less probability. Note that
this effort is solely limited by the physical jamming capability
of the jammer (i.e., nJ CJ ), while the sensing capability of
the jammer does not help. If power supply permits, the smart
jammer then continues to attack the non-relay channels using
the responsive-sweep strategy, to prevent successful reception
from the source. Clearly this mixed jamming strategy is even
more powerful than the responsive-sweep jamming for the
StRC-based cooperative broadcast.
Let PJ denote the jamming power, with corresponding
jamming radius Dc , and ρ = PJ /PT = (Dc /D)γ denote the
normalized jamming power compared to a legitimate node.
The notation summary is listed in Table I.
III. M ULTIHOP B ROADCAST S TRATEGIES
We consider conveying a message consisting of M packets
to N nodes through collaborative broadcast in a multihop
wireless network, for both RRC and StRC strategies. Compared with the single-hop oriented work in [1], realizing
collaborative broadcast incurs more challenges in the multihop
setting. In this section, we discuss several important issues
concerning multiple access control (MAC), packet scheduling,
transmission duration control, and power control. Then in the
following sections, we will introduce our broadcast protocols
and evaluate their performance.
A. MAC
In the collaborative broadcast, the source node and relay
nodes concurrently send packets over wireless media. Without
appropriate MAC mechanism, this multiple access might result
in transmission confliction, packet loss and energy waste,
especially when ideal coordination is not available. In this
work we consider the slotted Aloha scheme for the ease
of distributed implementation, and investigate the optimal
probability that a transmitter sends a packet to the radio media
during a time slot, for both the RRC and StRC relay strategy.
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Through our discussion, we assume a large C (greater than
100 as in a typical frequency hopping system) to provide
strong jamming resistance. In addition, the largest number of
one-hop neighboring nodes (Υ) is assumed to be less than C,
which is reasonable for most typical wireless ad hoc networks.
As to the coordination among the source and relay nodes,
we consider two scenarios: synchronous and asynchronous. In
the former case, all transmitting nodes in the neighborhood
are perfectly synchronized both in time and in transmission
content, so no interference is incurred when two more more
relays select the same channel. The latter is more realistic,
assuming that a collision occurs when two relays hop to the
same channel (due to difference in arrival time or transmitted
packets).
First, we consider the RRC strategy, where each transmitter
randomly selects a channel and sends a packet on it with the
access probability p.
Lemma 3.1: If C > Υ, the successful packet reception rate
of RRC is maximized by p = 1.
Proof: Assume that in the neighborhood of a receiver
there are m relays, with m ≤ Υ, each transmitting with
probability p on a randomly selected channel according to the
RRC strategy. In the synchronous case, a receiver can successfully receive a packet if at least one of the m transmitters are
working on its selected receiving channel and the channel is
unblocked. The successful packet reception rate is given by
m 


1
RRC,syn
(1 − pJ ),
= 1− 1−p
(2)
pa
C
which monotonically rises with p. As the access probability
.
p ∈ [0, 1], p = 1 maximizes pRRC,syn
a
In the asynchronous case, a receiver can successfully receive
a packet if exactly one transmitter is accessing the receiving
channel. Thus successful packet reception rate in the asynchronous case becomes

m−1
1
mp
RRC,asyn
1−p
=
(1 − pJ ).
(3)
pa
C
C
Its derivative with respect to p is

m
m
p m−2 
∂pRRC,asyn
a
= (1 − pJ ) 1 −
. (4)
1−p
∂p
C
C
C
Hence p = min (C/m, 1) maximizes pRRC,asyn
, as p ∈ [0, 1]
a
and C  1. Based on the assumption that C > Υ ≥ m, we
.
have that p = 1 maximizes pRRC,asyn
a
Remark: By (2) and (3), both pRRC,syn
and pRRC,asyn
a
a
monotonically increase with m, which indicates that node
cooperation helps reduce the average broadcast delay. Moreover, since C is usually a large number, the relative difference
and pRRC,asyn
is very small, implying the
between pRRC,syn
a
a
robustness of RRC against relay synchronization error.
Next, we consider the StRC strategy, where each relay
selects a fixed non-overlapping channel according to its node
ID while the source node still follows the UFH approach. As
the known relay channels provide a much larger transmission
probability than others, it is in the jammers’ interest to

first block them. Meanwhile, a smart receiver can also take
advantage of these fixed relay channels unless all of them
are jammed. Under such strong jamming, a receiver can then
switch back to the whole C channels.
Hence in our scheme, each receiver first randomly selects
one of these known relay channels. If it finds out that all the
relay channels are jammed, it switches to the mode where it
randomly selects one out of C channels. Once it comes across
a clear relay channel, the receiver restricts itself to the relay
channels again. The latter case happen as smart jammers may
just spend enough energy to spoof the receivers away, instead
of continuously jamming the static relay channels.
Lemma 3.2: The successful packet reception rate of StRC
is maximized by p = 1.
The proof is similar to that to Lemma 3.1.
Note that the source node can only reach the first hop nodes,
while the transmission to all the other nodes completely relies
on the relay nodes. Under the cooperative broadcast, unless
all the channels are simultaneously jammed across the whole
area covered by the source node, some nodes in the first hop
can receive the message with a large chance, and then send it
to the other nodes. The above analysis can be easily adapted
for the non-first-hop nodes.
B. Packet Scheduling
As the source and relay nodes cooperate to broadcast
multiple packets of the broadcast message, it is necessary to
determine when to start the transmission and what to send. We
consider two strategies to decide the beginning of the relay
mode: The first one is message-based, where each node starts
relaying after successfully receiving all the M packets within
the broadcast message. The second one is packet-based, where
each node relays a packet right after receiving it, during the
next time slots assigned to send this packet. In this scheme,
the node needs to switch back and forth between the relaying
mode and receiving mode.
The former strategy is convenient to implement, without
requiring ideal timing and synchronization. On the other hand,
the latter strategy may lead to faster broadcast, but it requires
perfect timing and fast switching between the transmission
mode and the receiving mode to avoid the packet lost. As these
requirements are nontrivial to achieve in existing wireless networks, we choose the message-based strategy for convenience,
at the expense of slightly slower broadcast speed.
Once starting to relay, each node sends the M packets in
sequence, and then periodically repeats this process before
the end of the transmission (which will be further discussed
below). It is apparent that the minimum broadcast delay for
a receiver to successfully obtain these packets is M slots,
while mostly the delay is much larger than M due to lack
of coordination between the transmitters and receivers.
C. Control of Transmission Duration
In our collaborative broadcast, each transmitter, either the
source node or a relay node, stops sending packets once receiving the Acknowledgements (ACKs) from all of its neighboring
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nodes or reaching the maximum transmission duration Δ,
whichever comes first. The limit on the transmission duration
is set to deal with the possible loss of the ACK signal due
to the deep fading of wireless channels or the transmission
confliction of multiple ACK signals.
Each ACK signal, including the message ID, receiver ID
and time stamp, is sent on a fixed and known channel by a
node right after successfully obtaining all M packets. In this
way, each ACK signal is sent at a time ranging between the
M -th slot and the Δ-th, depending on the delay of the message
to the node from the source or a relay node.
As we will see, the transmission delay for a message to
a 100-node network is usually as large as several thousand
time slots, during which the 100 ACK signals are sent at a
random time. Consequently, the probability for a node to simultaneously receive multiple ACK signals from its neighbors
is small. Moreover, even if some of the ACK signals are lost,
the node can still stop the transmission after the transmission
limit Δ, and the system still works well.
By integrating the ACK mechanism in the transmission
duration control, Δ only provides the upper bound of the
transmission time in case the ACK signals are lost. We set
hop
hop
, where the coefficient α > 0 and Tavg
is the
Δ  αTavg
average time used for all the receivers within the neighboring
area to receive the broadcast message from the transmitter. The
average delay is used here, since it is challenging to predict
the exact value in practical wireless networks.
For simplicity, assume that a transmitter periodically broadcasts M packets to n identical and independent nodes within
its communication range. It is clear that the probability for all
these receivers to obtain the packets during the first m slots is
(1 − (1 − pa )m )M n . Hence the average broadcast delay over
this single hop in terms of time slots is
∞ 


Mn
hop
1 − (1 − (1 − pa )m )
.
(5)
=M
Tavg
m=0

Assuming uniform node placement, we have the average
number of the nodes within the reach of one hop, n =
D2 N/R2 . Hence the transmission duration Δ can be taken
as
∞

D2 N M
1 − (1 − (1 − pa )m ) R2
.
(6)
Δ = αM
m=0

By integrating the ACK mechanism in the transmission duration control, the broadcast performance is not sensitive to
the specific value of α. Simulation results have shown that
α = 0.5 ∼ 2 is a good choice, with stable broadcast delay
and energy consumption performance.
IV. B ROADCAST P ROTOCOL
After discussing some key issues in the previous section,
we now present two anti-jamming collaborative broadcast
protocols for multihop wireless networks, based on the RRC
and StRC strategies, respectively. It is assumed that each
node knows the node IDs of its neighbors, i.e., legitimate
nodes within its direct communication radius, and performs

a distributed algorithm (Algorithm 1 or 2) to receive and/or
transmit a message consisting of M packets.
A. RRC-based Broadcast
In the RRC-based protocol, each node other than the source
node first enters the receiving mode. In this mode, a node
independently and randomly selects one out of C channels
and listens, and switches to another randomly selected channel
after one or several time slots to counteract jamming. This
process repeats until the node successfully receives all M
packets.
while The node has not received all M packets yet do
ChID = an integer randomly selected from [1,C] ;
Listen to the ChID-th channel;
end
Send ACK ( Message ID, Node ID, Time Stamp);
Δ ← Eq. (6) ;
for i ← 1 to Δ do
if has not received ACKs from all its neighbors yet then
ChID = an integer randomly selected in [1,C] ;
Send a packet on the ChID-th channel;
else
Stop the transmission immediately
end
end

Algorithm 1: RRC version of the anti-jamming collaborative
broadcast protocol
Next, the node sends an ACK signal to inform its neighbors about its successful reception of the message, and then
enters the transmission mode. The ACK signal containing the
message ID, node ID and time stamp, is sent on a fixed and
known channel.
The transmission mode of different nodes starts at different
time (e.g., the source node enters this mode from the very
beginning while a node at the edge of the network may never
enter the transmission mode). In the transmission mode, each
node randomly selects a channel out of the C channels and
sends a packet.
In order to deal with the possible loss of ACK signals
due to channel fading or jamming, we introduce a timeout
mechanism, where each transmission stops after Δ slots, given
by Eq. (6), even without receiving enough ACK signals. The
node repeats this process to send all M packets in sequence,
until it receives all the ACK signals from its neighbors, or Δ
time slots elapse, whichever comes first.
B. StRC-based Broadcast
In the StRC-based protocol, each node relays the message
on a fixed channel, assumed distinctly related to its node ID.
Each node is assumed to know the relay channels that its
neighbors may use. As mentioned in Section III-A, in order
to counteract a smart jamming, each node has two receiving
modes, based on whether any relay channel is not blocked:
If that is true, the node is focused on the relay channels by
randomly selecting one of the potential relay channels in the
neighborhood; otherwise, the node randomly selects one out
of all the C channels.
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F lgClearRelayChannel=True;
while The node has not received all M packets yet do
if F lgClearRelayChannel=True then
ChID=an integer randomly selected from the relay
channel set in its neighborhood;
else
ChID = an integer randomly selected from [1,C];
end
Listen to the ChID-th channel;
if F lgClearRelayChannel=True then
if All recent Rp packets are jammed then
F lgClearRelayChannel=False;
end
else
if The ChID-th channel is a unblocked relay channel
then
F lgClearRelayChannel=True;
end
end
end
Send ACK ( Message ID, Node ID, Time Stamp);
Δ ← Eq. (6) ;
ChID = an integer derived from its Node ID ;
for i ← 1 to Δ do
if has not received ACKs from all its neighbors yet then
Send a packet on the ChID-th channel;
else
Stop the transmission immediately
end
end

Algorithm 2: StRC version of the anti-jamming collaborative
broadcast protocol

Correspondingly, the StRC protocol uses such a status flag
that is set to be true at the beginning, and then updates it
according to the CRC checking results of the recent packets.
When working on the relay channels, the receiver changes
the flag to be false, if failing to receive all the recent Rp
packets, which means that all these relay channels are very
likely to be jammed. The parameter Rp is the actual number
of neighboring nodes, or the average neighboring nodes n if
the former is unknown. When coming across a clear relay
channel, the node sets the flag to be true and focuses on the
relay channels again.
Next, like the RRC-based protocol, the node also sends an
ACK signal to its neighbors before entering to the transmission
mode. Then the node sends the packets on a fixed channel corresponding to the partial node ID modulo C. The transmission
duration is also determined by a timer of length Δ and the
reception of the ACK signals from its neighbors.
V. P ERFORMANCE E VALUATION
We evaluate the performance of the proposed collaborative
broadcast, where a message consisting of M = 7 packets is
broadcast to N = 100 nodes over C = 128 channels against
J jammers with normalized jamming power ρ = 2, with the
RRC-based strategy or the StRC-based strategy. We calculate
the overall broadcast delay, defined as the time duration from
the beginning of broadcast till the time when all the nodes
in the network successfully receive the entire message, and
the corresponding overall energy consumption, defined as the

sum of the transmit and the receive energy consumed by all
the N + 1 legitimate nodes during this process. The energy
consumption for a node to send and to receive a packet are
set as Et = Dγ and Er = 0.1, respectively.
Figure 1 presents the RRC performance in solid curves and
the StRC performance in dashed curves, against J = 0 to 20
jammers described in different colors. We consider both the
responsive-sweep jamming and the smart jamming specifically
targeting the StRC-based protocol (in dashed dot curves).
It is shown that both schemes consume small energy and
broadcast delay, compared to the existing jamming-resistant
FH schemes. For example, the average broadcast delays of
StRC and RRC are less than 900 and 1100 slots, respectively,
for the broadcast of 7 packets to 100 nodes against one sweepresponsive jammer with normalized jamming power 2, when
the node density N/R2 ≥ 100 for N = 100 and D = 1.
In this case, each node/jammer can approximately cover the
whole network, as assumed in the BMA [6]. The performance
of our scheme, especially the StRC version, is better than that
of BMA for a single receiving node even without jamming
(e.g., BMA takes approximately 2000 slots to send a message
of 7 packets to a single node [6]).
It also confirms that the smart jamming can attack StRC
more efficiently, especially when the number of jammers is
large. But even in this case, the StRC strategy still outperforms
the RRC in most cases. It can also be seen from Figure
1 that the broadcast delay and energy performance of RRC
improves with the node density N/R2 , for given N , while
the performance of StRC degrades with it when attacked by a
large number of strong smart jammers.
Next, we study the performance against wideband jammers
that concurrently attack multiple channels. Assume a limitation on the total energy consumption of a jammer, i.e., a
wideband jammer can increase the number of simultaneously
attacked channels at the expense of smaller jamming radius.
We consider a 3-hop wireless network with n = 20, D = 1
and N = 100. It is shown in Fig. 2 that the protocol can
well resist ten jammers each concurrently blocking CJ ≤ 40
channels with ρ = 2. The StRC strategy can provide stronger
jamming resistance than the RRC strategy, even under the
smart jamming focused on the relay channels.
Moreover, for the RRC strategy, when there are 10 jammers
each simultaneously blocking all the C channels with ρ = 2,
only 28 out of 100 nodes are jammed and the remaining 82
nodes can still successfully receive all the packets. Contrast to
the intuition, even when all the channels are simultaneously
jammed (CJ = C) by the wideband jammers, the collaborative
broadcast still partly survives, thanks to the spatial diversity
available in multihop networks.
Finally, the number of jammed nodes is maximizes at CJ =
63, which can be theoretically determined as (C − ns Cs )/nJ .
It is shown in Eq. (1) that a responsive-sweep jammer can
simultaneously jam CpJ = ns Cs + nJ CJ channels. All the
nodes in its jamming area are blocked when CpJ = C, or
CJ = (C−ns Cs )/nJ . Afterwards, the jamming probability no
longer further increases with CJ , while the number of nodes
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VI. C ONCLUSION
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Fig. 1. Broadcast performance vs. node density N/R2 , for the broadcast
of M = 7 packets to N = 100 nodes with changing network radius R and
signal coverage radius D = 1, against J responsive-sweep jammers or smart
jammers (SJs).
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We have proposed a distributed collaborative broadcast
protocol that exploits the uncoordinated frequency hopping
technique and node cooperation to counteract jamming in
multihop wireless networks. With cooperation from relay
nodes, this scheme provides spatial and frequency (channel)
diversities to resist jamming and enhance communication
efficiency. Unless all the channels across the whole geographic
area are simultaneously jammed, the collaborative broadcast
can always exploit the “white” area not being jammed or
“white” channels in the jammed geographic area.
Simulation results show that the collaborative broadcast is
robust against responsive smart jammers specially targeting the
collaborative relaying strategies. Take the broadcast in a 3-hop
network to 100 nodes for example, the protocol can well resist
ten responsive-sweep jammers each simultaneously blocking
40 channels with double jamming power (ρ = 2). Even when
each jammer blocks all C = 128 channels at the same time,
only 28 nodes are jammed and more than 70% of the nodes can
still receive the broadcast message. By exploiting the spatial
distribution of the multihop wireless networks, this cooperative
broadcast scheme can efficiently improve the communication
efficiency against jamming, compared to most existing antijamming broadcast schemes, including BMA.
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Fig. 2. Average number of jammed nodes by J responsive-sweep jammers
each of which concurrently blocks CJ jamming channels with ρ = 2, in a
broadcast to N = 100 nodes over C = 128 channels, with n = 20 and
D = 1.
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